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In Praise of Laudanum
For some, “addiction” may be the only cure.
By Jim Pittaway
O N E O F T H E E L E M E N T S of dramatic
tension in the wonderful Master and
Commander series of books is the relationship between the brilliant and
resourceful ship’s surgeon, Dr. Maturin,
and the laudanum with which he selfmedicates. Author Patrick O’Brian is
widely praised for the authenticity of his
rendering of the language, behaviors,
and mores of Napoleonic times, but here
he projects contemporary issues onto
his characters and their circumstances.
A real Dr. Maturin, like his contemporary Capt. Meriwether Lewis—with his
famous “melancholia”—would have
been perfectly free to medicate himself
to his heart’s content without enduring
either social opprobrium or shame and
self-doubt. If Rush Limbaugh lived in
any other era, we would not be having a
national conversation about his behavior and the state would never be pursuing his medical records for evidence of
crimes he may or may not have perpetrated upon himself.
Over the decade I have spent as a
practitioner licensed by my state to
treat, among other things, addiction and
addiction-related disorders, I have
become increasingly troubled by things
other than my patients’ actual use. As I
have transitioned from in-patient addiction treatment and private practice to
working with head-injured and often
severely disabled patients, I have become
less doctrinaire about use itself and
more aware of complexities of circumstance as they affect individuals. The
cases causing me the greatest concern
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have one common element: they involve
pain medication.
Until the great government powergrab of Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal,
Americans were assumed competent to
treat themselves for chronic or acute
pain, as well as for what we now imperfectly describe as chemical imbalances
of the brain—such as bipolar disorder—
by simply stopping at a corner apothecary and purchasing such tincture of
opium as they judged appropriate for
their needs. This actually went on for
centuries without generating serious
social or moral problems. Undoubtedly,
many individuals became “addicted”
and the opportunity for drug “abuse”
abounded, but such excesses were the
business of family and community. No
tyrannical European king or dictator
even dreamed of so intruding on the private lives of individuals as to interfere
with access to pain relief and psychological equilibrium. At least not until
FDR’s Harry Anslinger, of the Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, set
about criminalizing vast tracts of human
behavior in his push to build a crimefighting empire on behalf of the state
whose power he and his boss were so
dedicated to expanding.
I should point out that the development of highly refined opiates such as
morphine and, later, heroin in the early
20th century changed opiate use, and
serious social consequences emerged
that were not present in the earlier age
of laudanum. Also the proliferation of
powerful stimulant, sedative, and hallu-
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cinogenic drugs with no significant medical application, but with enormous
potential for abuse, contributes to a horrible national and international drug
problem. The idea that the family and
community, in decline if not disintegration, could provide a bulwark against
these problems is laughable. But it is
equally fair to say that the magnitude of
the drug problem in society coincides
with the blanket criminalization of medical as well as non-medical drug use, and
the preposterousness of Limbaugh’s
pain treatment as a public obsession and
a license for abuse of power by the state
shows that the “drug problem” is not
always just about use.
As I become a more experienced therapist, I am less sanguine about treating
addiction as such and not entirely sure
that I know what addiction is. The term
has been so widely misapplied as to
become, like “terrorism,” essentially
empty of meaning except in terms of the
biases and agenda of the person using
it. Addiction is applied to tobacco use by
the anti-smoking crowd, to fast food,
exercise, sex; so many things, in fact,
that if I am going to treat addiction, I
may as well be treating Original Sin but,
of course, only those elements of the
Fall currently out of favor with the state
or organized groups and constituencies.
This is not healing art; this is the therapist in some Orwellian nightmare as
manipulative enforcer of conformity
and adversary of spontaneity and individuality. But in a society where choice
has come to mean the taking of innocent
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life as a matter of personal convenience,
I guess the idea of the individual actually
choosing anything as mundane as how
to treat his own physical or psychological pain has no value at all.
Over time, I have come to view my
work in increasingly simple terms: consequences. I factor in, but do not really
weigh, what a patient uses, how much
he uses, how often he uses, what his
spouse, mother, boss, or society thinks
about his use. These are problems only
insofar as they generate consequences
for the patient as an individual. If a
patient is experiencing serious consequences related to his use that he is incapable of dealing with rationally, then
that patient has a problem and I can
help. But if the patient is fully functional
and the consequences are related
entirely to supply, then I’m beginning to
have a problem. And these are the people
this piece is about.
It didn’t used to be that way. I bundled
consequences related to supply right in
with consequences related to use, as I
was trained to do. Thus the fully functional guy with the landscaping business
experiencing legal consequences as a
result of altering a Loritab prescription
was in the same boat as the professor
whose life was falling apart and had
legal consequences from his second DUI.
One is a mess because of the effects the
drug has on him, the other has no problems caused by the drug itself, but his
life is a mess because he has the arrogance to think that he knows what he
needs and the impulse to take serious
risks to get it. But I would see them both
the same, insist on total abstinence, and
send them both back to the slammer
when they screwed up. (Yes, we do have
that kind of power, lots of it, and it is
arbitrary and unreviewable.)
For me, the problem began to emerge
in the out years. I live and work in a small
city where I regularly run into former
patients. When I see the professor, my

sense of professional satisfaction is
enormous. Now something of an AA
elder, he’s the picture of social and emotional health, happily remarried, his life
fully restored. He is a beacon of recovery
to others likewise afflicted. He sees treatment as an instrument of his liberation
from a horror that was killing him while
destroying, one ugly episode at a time,
everything that mattered in his life. This
man was very sick, and now he’s better.
Once a year I hire a crew from the
landscaper because it remains the bestrun business of its kind in town. The
boss always comes by to check. He too
is clean and sober but the recovery that
the professor radiates is not available to
him. Not because he wouldn’t do anything to have it, but because abstinence
is not the cure for his affliction. Treatment has helped him find ways to cope
that have enabled him finally to get the
correctional people out of his life. But I
see in him deep sorrow and loss, and I

neuroses. Such things are about life and
human weaknesses, so let God sort them
out, I say. But with some of my opiate
patients, something else is going on, and
I began to connect this to the fact that
opiates, unlike liquor, speed, coke, and
pot, have remarkable, powerful, unique,
and irreplaceable medical efficacies.
My melancholia patients represent a
small portion of my patient population—
about one in 30 overall, and 20 percent of
my opiate load—so it would have been
easy never to stumble on this line. But
once stumbled upon, it had to be
explored, and the line has become much
brighter as I have contemplated the body
count. Among the patients I have treated
over the last ten years who have had successful treatment outcomes, five committed suicide. These five have one thing
in common—opiate “melancholia.” In
addition, all were high-functioning,
bright, imaginative people with intact
lives, families, and careers. Each reported

ABSTINENCE IS NOT THE CURE FOR HIS AFFLICTION.
despise a piece of what I do. This man
remains unwell and doubly afflicted
because though he knows exactly how
to get well, the means are simply not
available to him.
So, after a few years, a line began to
emerge differentiating ostensibly successful treatment outcomes as I was
able to observe the longer-term realities
of the business I am in. The treatment
failures are not a problem for me. They
are fewer than the layman would imagine, but I have my full fair share of
drunks who won’t stop destroying
themselves and everyone around them;
speed and coke freaks who wind up in
prison because they won’t stop cooking, dealing, and acting out; potheads
who squander their God-given potential
in delusional hazes; barbiturate users
wallowing in the pathos of their petty

reactions to opiates that mirror giving
ADD kids stimulants to calm them down:
the opiates energize rather than sedate;
they organize rather than disorient thinking. These patients had explored the vast
new pharmacopeias of anti-depressant
drugs now available—and so efficacious
for so many—but without result for
them. All had been clean, sober, and
ostensibly in recovery for at least two
years. They faced recovery with diligence
and commitment, but with stoicism
rather than more common resistance or
enthusiasm. Importantly, each was introduced to opiates by physicians in the
course of legitimate medical applications. And the consequences related to
their use were legal in nature and had
solely to do with securing supply.
So the line differentiating some of
my pain-pill people from all the other
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substance-dependent patients I treat
has become brighter as time clarifies
outcomes. Just now it is blinding me a
little bit because I have one of these
patients, whom I believe will not survive, and I am not enjoying much success in my search for a solution. He is
known to have committed the now infamous crime of “doctor shopping,” so we
have a problem. No doctor in this town
will even talk to me about this man.
I can’t help noting the sad irony here:
it is unthinkably politically incorrect for
a doctor to hold a patient responsible
for a basket of conditions—STDs, Hepatitis C, AIDS, alcoholism—in which the
patient’s own behavioral choices play an
important causal role. But when the survival instincts of these melancholia
patients, awakened by legitimate medical procedures, start to take over and
they begin seeking opiates, they are not
only judged, they are cast out as moral
lepers. This is not only socially acceptable but encouraged.
It’s hard not to sympathize with the
box the doctors are in. Untold billions
spent by pharmaceutical companies over
the past century have failed to produce
anything remotely as effective as opiates
for acute pain relief. Doctors, who have a
moral and ethical imperative to reduce
the suffering of their patients, have no
alternative but to prescribe opiate-based
pain medication. Thus my melancholia
patients are exposed, in the normal
course of medical care, to a substance
that not only relieves pain but also acts as
a wonderfully effective antidote to problems derived from the peculiar chemistry
of their brains. Feeling competent, functional, and emotionally stable for the first
time in their adult lives, these patients
can become quite devious in efforts to
secure their supply—not to get high, as
the doctors assume, but to feel functional. Fearing addiction, the doctors
inevitably cut the patient off, and the
patient either begins doctor shopping or
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seeks supply on the illegal market. Eventually, the patient’s schemes collapse, and
he winds up in the care of people like me,
cast into the mix with other substancedependent people and provided undifferentiated abstinence-based treatment. Of
course it doesn’t work and, worse, when
treatment appears to work, the results
can be lethal.
The appalling problem for doctors and
patients alike is that this is a game with no
rules—only dire consequences, arbitrarily applied. Unless this is to remain some
kind of deadly game of gotcha, protocols
and procedures must to be established
that kick in when opiate-based pain medication is prescribed for more than two or
three weeks. This would not be complicated. Patients would agree to provide a
clean urine sample every two weeks,
which would require them to abstain for
48 hours or so and prevent buildup of tolerance. In return, the patient could determine the length of time opiate treatment,
whether for pain or melancholia, would
continue and, within reasonable limits,

capability, and effectiveness. The crazy
uncle in the attic that no one really
wants to talk about here is that, while
admittedly using very large amounts of
opiates, he remained vital, talented,
capable, and effective. I suspect that he
fits my profile because if his brain functioned normally, and he was doing that
much opium for any length of time, he
would be slothful, disorganized, incompetent, dysfunctional, and probably
dead. (All of my dead patients were
people of unusual vitality, talent, capability, and effectiveness, too.)
One of these “addicts” was lost to us
on a rainy Tennessee day in the spring of
1809. Meriwether Lewis was the greatest
national hero of those times and the designated political heir to Thomas Jefferson. He was, presumptively, the sixth or
seventh president of the United States.
In historical terms, his suicide marked
the passing of the torch from Jeffersonian to Jacksonian democracy and had a
profound impact on the nature of our
country. The continental vision he

WHY BOTHER WITH DEFECTIVES THAT HAVE THE GALL TO SELF-MEDICATE?
the appropriate dosage. Something this
simple would work for 90 percent of
chronic pain patients as well as all of my
dead patients, along with those for whom
successful treatment was just another
mile marker on hell’s highway. And it
would relieve doctors of trying to figure
out which patients are conning them, who
has legitimate need, and who is going to
get strung out and come back and bite
them, which is what they evidently fear
the most.
So the question becomes, why bother
with defectives that have the gall to selfmedicate? Well, take Limbaugh, for
instance. Never mind his beliefs or character—we can all agree he demonstrates extraordinary vitality, talent,
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shared with Jefferson was replaced by
“manifest destiny” and the Trail of Tears.
Conquest by force of arms replaced
diplomacy and guile as the hallmark of
American expansionism. Slavery ceased
to be an abomination that we had to be
lead out of and became, instead, a bargaining chip to be cynically used, always
to the accrual of federal power. The loss
of this junkie was transformational and,
in the aftermath of his suicide, when his
personal effects were sent home to Virginia and inventoried, there wasn’t any
laudanum to be found. ■
Jim Pittaway is a licensed psychotherapist. He resides and practices in Missoula, Mont.
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FILM
[Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind]

The Persistence
of Memory
By Steve Sailer
E V E R S I N C E T H E 1 9 9 9 art-house hit

“Being John Malkovich,” major stars
willing to forego their usual $20 million
paychecks for some elitist fun have
turned to screenwriter Charlie Kaufman. George Clooney directed Kaufman’s “Confessions of a Dangerous
Mind,” while Nicolas Cage was brilliant
playing both the neurotic Kaufman and
his blissful twin brother Donald in the
hilarious “Adaptation.”
Despite his popularity among celebrities, critics frequently charge that the
ingenious Kaufman lacks true emotions.
So he dims the wit wattage in his new
romantic drama “Eternal Sunshine of
the Spotless Mind” even more than, say,
Tom Stoppard did in his reputationassuring “The Real Thing.” “Eternal Sunshine” doesn’t scintillate like “Adaptation,” but it possesses mature depths.
Kaufman’s new sobriety suits the notoriously Oscar-hungry comedy king Jim
Carrey. As wonderful as Carrey is in mainstream laughers like “Bruce Almighty,”
he knows the Academy doesn’t much
respect funny performances, as we just
saw with the droll Bill Murray and the
flamboyant Johnny Depp losing the Best
Actor award to Sean Penn and his
“Mystic River” emote-a-thon.
Carrey’s lust for official recognition
probably stems from his inferiority

complex over his lack of education. (He
dropped out of high school to tell jokes
for a living.) More generally, stand-up
comics like Carrey tend to be selfloathing and depressive. Even the
exception that proves this rule, the bulletproof superman Bob Hope, made a
running joke out of his pain at being
repeatedly rejected by the Oscar voters.
Unfortunately for Carrey’s dramatic
ambitions, his comic competitive advantage originates is his remarkable muscle
tone: his facial muscles can simply
power their way from one exaggerated
expression to another as fast as anyone
in movie history. Carrey’s attempt to harness his antic visage to Academy Awardstyle social-issue drama hit rock bottom
with 2001’s “The Majestic.” Playing a
blacklisted screenwriter in order to
pander to Academy members’ belief that
the Hollywood Red Scare was the worst
thing that ever happened in American
history, Carrey gave a performance
restrained to the point of catatonia.
In “Eternal Sunshine,” however, he
has largely solved his acting problems.
He portrays a cautious introvert, but this
time allows his character’s sorrows to
fully show on his expressive and appealing face. Three-time Oscar nominee Kate
Winslet plays (in her words) “the Jim
Carrey part” as his flighty, free-spirit girlfriend with hair dyed tangerine and blue.
Kaufman found his florid title in
Alexander Pope’s poem “Eloisa to
Abelard.” The famous medieval mistress, now cloistered in a nunnery, struggles with the anguish and joy of her
memories of Abelard: “Of all affliction
taught a lover yet / ‘Tis sure the hardest
science to forget!” In Kaufman’s plot,
Lacuna Inc. has invented an electronic
brain zapper that erases recollections of
lost loves. Trying to break up with
Carrey painlessly, Winslet has Lacuna
Inc. expunge all her memories of him.

He retaliates in kind. But once Lacuna’s
semi-competent technicians obliterate
the sedated Carrey’s memories of their
ugly split, he falls in love with her again.
The movie becomes a battle within his
head as he fights to keep his remembrances of Winslet.
In summary, “Eternal Sunshine” sounds
like one of those sci-fi social protest films
made from Philip K. Dick stories, such as
“Total Recall” or “Minority Report.” Hollywood types adore making a Dick flick
because it delivers the righteous rush
of speaking truth to power combined
with the comforting security of knowing that the omnipotent, sinister, and
vengeful bureaucracy that you’re bravely
denouncing doesn’t, technically, exist.
Smartly, Kaufman and “Eternal Sunshine’s” director Michel Gondry, creator
of Bjork’s music videos, decided that
Lacuna would instead be an unprepossessing small business renting a dingy
office suite in the Outer Boroughs and
staffed by dope-smoking lumpengeeks
more concerned with their own subplots than their duties. Kaufman doesn’t
have to pound home the message that
it’s really not a good idea to obliterate
your most intimate memories because
it’s plain that sensible folks stay clear.
Lacuna barely limps along, surviving on
the Christmas and St. Valentine’s Day
rushes. Carrey asks the doctor if there’s
any chance of brain damage. “Well, technically speaking, the procedure is brain
damage,” he replies in one of the film’s
few amusing lines.
“Eternal Sunshine” is too downbeat to
be terribly enjoyable to watch. Yet, after
you go home and think about it, you realize that Kaufman’s craftsmanship is
approaching Stoppard’s level of mastery
because his complex and initially puzzling script holds up superbly. ■
R for language, some drug use, and sexual content
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